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Atomically uniform Pb films are prepared on Si(111), and the quantum-well states corresponding to confined
valence electrons in the film are probed by angle-resolved photoemission. The subband structure shows a
free-electron-like dispersion near the zone center, but the dispersion turns sharply toward higher binding
energies at larger in-plane momenta. The effective mass at the zone center shows large variations of up to a
factor of 7, and in one instance, the sign of the effective mass is reversed. These anomalous results are
explained in terms of the bulk band structures of Pb and Si and an anticrossing coupling.
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Unusual electronic features emerge as the dimensions of
solids are decreased.1 In thin films deposited on substrates,
quantum-well states or subbands can arise from electrons
confined in the films between the substrate and the
vacuum.2–8 Various quantum properties of such films have
been investigated. The in-plane subband dispersion is of spe-
cial interest, as it is related to charge transport and ballistic
effects relevant to scientific and device applications in the
quantum regime. Subband dispersion is usually free-
electron-like near the zone center due to symmetry, and is
often discussed in terms of an effective mass. The present
work is a detailed examination of the dispersion in a simple
model system, Pb films deposited on Si(111), which can be
made with atomic uniformity. Such highly perfect films ex-
hibit well-defined quantum-well states with a large lateral
coherence length, thus permitting dispersion measurements
over an unusually wide range of momentum. The results
show both a case of sign reversal in effective mass and clear
evidence of dramatic departure from parabolic dispersion.
Specifically, near the surface Brillouin zone center all sub-
bands, except one, disperse upward toward the Fermi level
with increasing in-plane momentum. At larger in-plane mo-
menta, all subbands turn sharply downward. While the over-
all gross features of the measurements can be explained by
the Pb band structure alone, significant differences exist, in-
cluding the magnitude and sign of the zone-center effective
mass. These differences can be attributed to boundary effects
including an anticrossing coupling between the Pb and Si
states.

The experiment was performed at the Synchrotron
Radiation Center, University of Wisconsin—Madison. A
Sis111d-s737d surface was created; subsequently approxi-
mately 0.4 monolayers(ML ) of Pb was deposited on the
surface. The evaporation of Pb was performed by electron-
beam heating of a tungsten crucible containing Pb, and the
rate was monitored by a quartz microbalance. The sample
was then annealed at,700 K to desorb the Pb to yield the
Pb-terminatedsÎ33Î3dR30°-b phase at a Pb coverage of
1/3 ML (in substrate units).9–11 Further deposition of Pb on
this surface at 100 K yielded atomically uniform films, as
evidenced by the discrete evolution of quantum-well states

associated with the completion of each atomic layer.2 The
film thicknesses indicated below are the total number of full
Pb monolayers in the film. The photoemission spectra were
taken using a Scienta analyzer equipped with a two-
dimensional detector with the sample at 100 K. A photon
energy of 23 eV was used, except for the 5 and 6 ML films
for which 29 and 24 eV photons were used, respectively. The
analyzer recorded data over an angular span of 5.7°. To ac-
cess points with a large in-plane momentum, the sample was
rotated relative to the analyzer in steps of 4° to yield over-
lapping data sets. The light had an incident angle of 60° for
normal emission, and wasp polarized with the in-plane com-

ponent of the polarization oriented alongḠK̄. The dispersion

was measured along theḠK̄ direction.
The spectra for a film of thickness 7 ML as a function of

the emission angleu relative to the surface normal are shown
in Fig. 1. Figure 2(a) displays the data using gray(color)
scales to represent the photoemission intensity as a function
of the binding energy(vertical axis) and the emission angleu
(horizontal axis). Four dispersive subbands are clearly seen,
and the peak positions deduced from a fit are highlighted in
Fig. 2(b). Near the zone centersu=0d, only one peak is vis-
ible. Its dispersion as a function of emission angle relative to
the surface normal is symmetrically parabolic with a positive
effective mass. This type of parabolic behavior has been re-
ported before for several systems.12–17However, as the emis-
sion angle reaches beyond,13°, the peak turns around
sharply toward higher binding energies. Such drastic depar-
ture from parabolic dispersion has never been reported be-
fore. One reason is that subbands in thin films can be diffi-
cult to observe at large emission angles due to effects of film
roughness and a finite in-plane coherence length.12,15 In the
present experiment, the films have a uniform thickness, and
the effect of roughness is minimal. The peak, however, be-
comes much broader and weaker as it moves toward higher
binding energies. A reason for this broadening is that, at
higher binding energies outside the Si band gap, the Pb va-
lence electrons are not fully confined. Coupling to the sub-
strate continuum states leads to decay and a short lifetime.
This also explains why only one intense quantum-well peak
is seen at the zone center in Fig. 2(a) even though more are
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predicted. This state is truly confined, as it is located above
the Si valence-band maximum at,0.5 eV(corresponding to
an n-type Schottky barrier height of 0.7 eV).18–20 The other
three subbands in Fig. 2(a) are derived from the same bulk
band, but correspond to different quantum numbers. A care-
ful inspection of Figs. 1 and 2 reveals additional weak and
broad features, which could be due to resonances, higher-
order processes, and minor sample imperfections, but these
features are too indistinct for definitive assignment.

The subband dispersion is governed by the Bohr-
Sommerfeld quantization rule

2k'Nt + F = 2np, s1d

where k' is the perpendicular component of the electron
momentum,N is the number of monolayers in the film,t is
the monolayer thickness,F is the total boundary phase shift,
and n is a quantum number. The parallel component of the
electron momentumki is not quantized.F is generally a
function of bothk' andki. If F is known, one can determine
from Eq. (1) the allowed values ofk' in terms ofki andn.
The bulk band structure is thus reduced to a set of subbands
Enskid. Figure 2(c) shows the expected subband dispersion
relations based on this analysis using a tight-binding descrip-
tion of a first-principles calculation of the bulk band structure
of Pb.21 For simplicity, the phase shiftF is taken to be a
constant chosen to match the model calculation to the experi-
mental band at the zone center. The bulk band of interest
here is the second lowest valence band, with the lowest band
being the fully occupieds band at much higher binding en-
ergies. Each bulk band gives rise to seven subbands for a
film thickness of 7 ML.

Also shown in Fig. 2(c), for comparison, are the experi-
mental dispersion curves with the emission angleu con-
verted toki. The overall similarity demonstrates that the non-
parabolic dispersion is a band structure effect. The agreement
is, however, far from perfect. The observed subband near the
zone center has a dispersion relation significantly flatter than
the model calculation. An evaluation of the curvature yields
an experimental effective mass about seven times as large as
the model calculation, a very dramatic effect. The dashed
curve in Fig. 2(c) indicates the Si valence-band edge, corre-
sponding to the lower edge of confinement. All of the intense
quantum-well emission features appear above this curve.

Figure 3 shows similar results obtained for a film with a
thickness of 5 ML. There are just five subbands, and their
dispersions are substantially different from the 7 ML case.
As seen in the figure, all five subbands are observed experi-
mentally over various ranges inki. Near the zone center, the
top subband’s linewidth is relatively narrow. The subband
below it is much broader because it is only partially con-
fined. The phase shiftF is arbitrarily chosen to match this
lower band at the zone center. It is interesting to note that the
top subband has a negative curvature, or a negative effective
mass, based on the experiment, while the model calculation
shows a positive effective mass at the zone center. This sign
reversal represents an even more dramatic departure from the

FIG. 1. Photoemission spectra for a 7 ML film taken at evenly
spaced emission angles with a photon energy of 23 eV. The bottom
curve is foru=29.5° and the top curve is foru=−7.0°.

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) The same data as in Fig. 1 presented
using a gray(color) scale. The vertical axis is the binding energy,
and the horizontal axis is the emission angleu. (b) The same with
the subband dispersion relations highlighted.(c) Comparison of the
experimental dispersion to the model calculation. The Si valence-
band edge(VBE) is indicated by the dashed curve.
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model calculation than the 7 ML case discussed above.
The subband effective mass has been the focus of a

number of previous studies, and in some cases very large
effective masses have been reported but never fully
explained.12–14,16,17,21–23Our results indicate that indeed the
subband dispersion can flatten to yield a very large effective
mass, and in extreme cases, the curvature can even reverse to
yield a sign change. By implication, the effective mass
should diverge just at the verge of sign reversal. Since the
subband dispersion is highly nonparabolic away from the
zone center, care must be exercised in extracting the effective
mass from the measurements. The experimental dispersion
relations in Figs. 2 and 3 are deduced from a fit to the data.
Near the zone center, the fit is done along the vertical direc-
tion for each energy distribution curve(EDC). Away from
the zone center where the dispersion is almost vertical, the
peak in an EDC can be extremely wide. The fit is performed
instead in the horizontal direction for each momentum dis-
tribution curve. The resulting dispersion curve is numerically
differentiated to yield the effective mass. The results for vari-
ous film thicknessesN are summarized in Fig. 4. Also shown
are results from two calculations, one based on the bulk band
structure of Pb assuming a constantF,21 and the other based
on a slab calculation for free-standing Pb films without a
substrate.3 The two are fairly close, and the differences can
be attributed to the effect ofF at the film-vacuum interfaces
included in the slab calculation. Most of the data points in
Fig. 4 agree fairly well with these calculations, but large
differences, including a sign reversal, are seen for two data

points, which correspond to the 7 and 5 ML cases discussed
above.

An inspection of Figs. 2(c) and 3(c) reveals the origin of
the large discrepancy in effective mass. In Fig. 3(c), the por-
tion of the upper subband dispersion around the zone center
nearly grazes the Si valence-band edge(the dashed curve). It
appears as if the subband dispersion would dip below the Si
valence-band edge, but could not do so due to a mutually
repulsive interaction. This is, in fact, the case, and is just the
usual anticrossing phenomenon familiar from quantum
chemistry and atomic physics calculations. In essence, elec-
tronic coupling between states generally leads to an effective
repulsion to avoid level crossings. The Si band gap itself is
an example of anticrossing, although it is usually not de-
scribed in these terms. In the present case, the Si substrate
band edge is a robust electronic feature, independent of the
overlayer configuration. The overlayer state tends to avoid it.
The result is a subband nearly grazing the Si valence-band
edge. The 7 ML case, shown in Fig. 2(c), is similar but less
dramatic. The subband lies farther away from the Si valence-
band edge. Nevertheless, the portion of the dispersion near
the zone center appears to be pushed up by the repulsive
interaction, resulting in a significant enhancement of the ef-
fective mass, but not a sign reversal. As expected, Fig. 4
shows that large deviations of the effective mass occur only
near the Si valence-band maximum.

The changes in effective mass can also be discussed in
terms of the phase shift. In Figs. 2(c) and 3(c), the energy
differences between the model and the experimental disper-
sions are much smaller than the differences between one sub-
band and the next. From Eq.(1), a variation inF by 2p is
equivalent to changing the quantum numbern by 1, and is
thus equivalent to going from one subband to the next in

FIG. 3. (Color online) Same as Fig. 2, except the film thickness
is 5 ML and the photon energy is 29 eV.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Subband effective massm at the zone
center as a function of binding energy, normalized to the free-
electron massm0. The dots are experimental results, and the corre-
sponding film thicknessN is indicated. The two curves represent
calculations based on the models discussed in the text. A photon
energy of 23 eV was used, except for 5 and 6 ML films where 29
and 24 eV photons were used, respectively.
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Figs. 2(c) and 3(c). In this sense, the differences between
experiment and model are not large, and can be explained by
a variation inF by amounts substantially less than 2p. Gen-
erally, the phase shift undergoes rapid changes(a van Hove–
like singularity) just above the confinement edge,12,24,25and
such rapid changes can account for the large variations in
effective mass near the Si valence-band maximum.

In summary, in-plane dispersion of quantum-well sub-
bands is an important and basic property for characterizing
the electronic structure of films, but film imperfections can
severely limit the measurements. Atomically uniform films
of Pb on Si represent an excellent model system permitting a
systematic investigation of the subband dispersion relation
over a wide range of momentum. Unusual, nonparabolic
shapes are observed that can be explained by bulk band
structure effects. Large variations in effective mass, includ-
ing a sign reversal, can be linked to boundary effects in terms

of an anticrossing coupling and phase shift. The work illus-
trates the connection of electronics in the nanoscale regime
to the bulk and interfacial properties.
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